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Overview 
 
The traditional app development process involves compiling an app, uploading to an app store and 
releasing it to users. In order to move more quickly Flurry Remote Config can enable the ability to tune 
the app experience after it has shipped via a technology called Remote Configuration. Found a typo, 
forgot to change button color or want to enable/ disable app features; making these changes is simply 
changing values on Flurry Remote Config UI. Product Managers, Growth Managers and non-technical 
team members can safely make such changes. No need to wait for next app version release! 
 

 

Setup Summary 
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On the App  
1. Identify app variables for behavior/ experience you want to manage remotely 
2. Enable Remote Config feature in Flurry SDK 
3. Modify app code to check Flurry SDK for updated values from server 

 
Flurry Remote Config UI  

1. Configure Parameter names for each app variable to manage 
2. Define target audiences for each app experience 
3. For each Parameter name, enter Parameter values for each target audience 

SDK integration 

Flurry Config SDK APIs & Concepts 
● Fetch: Retrieve the config data from the Flurry server. 
● Activate: Apply the most recent config data received from the server. 
● Register/Unregister Listener: Register and unregister a listener for the state of fetching and 

activating. 
● Getters: Retrieves values from the active configuration. 

 

 
● Cache: Flurry Config caches values locally 

after the successful fetch. Before activating the new 
data received by the server, the available get 
methods will retrieve values from the cache. 

● Default Values: With each getter, there is a 
default value that will be passed in. In some 
circumstances it is possible that a config will not be 
available. Providing a default allows Flurry Config to 
have a hard-coded fallback to ensure that the app 
is always in usable state. Example: user installs the 
app, but launches it when device is not connected 
to cellular network/ internet. It is also useful for 
testing. 

● Data Parsing: All config values are stored 
as strings but for convenience, several getters are provided to allow the developer to interact 
with the Remote Config UI in an easier manner. 
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iOS integration 

Modes of Operation 
When using Flurry Config, there are two modes of operation.  In the first mode, referred to as the 
simple mode, the developer needs only to make a minimal number of calls and she will have the full 
config system at her disposal.  The caveat, though, is that any new configs will only be loaded on the 
next app cold start. 
 
The advanced mode gives the developer much finer grain control, allowing for greedy activation of a 
newly fetched config based on subscribing to observers which notify of fetch. Choosing between the 
simple mode and and the advanced mode with its greedy activation is a choice to be considered. While 
the standard mode of fetch and activation on the next cold start allows for the utmost consistency in the 
UI, a greedy activation of a newly fetched config makes the app more responsive to the developers 
wishes. Example of when greedy activation may make sense: notify users that service is down or 
prompt user to update to latest version.  

Checking Config Flags 
All config values are stored as strings but for convenience three getters are provided to allow the 
developer to interact with the config system in an easier manner. 
 
- (NSString *)getStringForKey:(NSString *)key 

                  withDefault:(NSString *)def; 

- (BOOL)getBoolForKey:(NSString *)key 

          withDefault:(BOOL)def; 

- (NSNumber *)getNumberForKey:(NSString *)key 

                  withDefault:(NSNumber *)def; 

 
Upon calling a method other than getStringForKey:withDefault:  the SDK will attempt to make 
some kind of meaningful conversion.  In the case of getBoolForKey:withDefault:  any value 
other than “0”  will be interpreted as YES .  

Why Defaults? 
With each getXForKey:withDefault:  call there is an (optional) default value that may be passed 
in.  In some circumstances it is possible that a config will not be available.  Providing a default allows 
the config system to have a hard-coded fallback.  It is also useful for testing. 

Simple Mode 
There are only two calls necessary in simple mode: 

+ (FConfig *)sharedInstance; 

- (void)fetchConfig; 
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It is not strictly necessary but is a best practice to call [FConfig sharedInstance]  in 
application:DidFinishLaunchingWithOptions: .  This method acts as an initiator for the 
config system and will also cause the loading of any previously fetched configs on a cold start. 
 
The simplest form of activation which would also fetch configs for the next cold start would look like this: 
 
- (BOOL)application:(UIApplication *)application 

didFinishLaunchingWithOptions:(NSDictionary *)launchOptions { 

    [Flurry startSession:@"MY_API_KEY"]; 

    [[FConfig sharedInstance] fetchConfig]; 

    return YES; 

} 

 
From here the developer can make getter calls as normal.  This will ensure that the latest config will be 
fetched and loaded for the next cold start.  In the meantime, the previously loaded config can be relied 
on. 

Advanced Mode 
It might be the case that a greedier application of the config is desired or necessary.  Flurry Remote 
Config provides the tools necessary for this use case. 

The Observer and Activation 
In the simple mode a config is “activated” on the next cold start after the config is fetched.  However, 
there is a method that allows the developer to directly activate a config (preferably once it’s been 
fetched). 
 
- (BOOL)activateConfig; 
 
This will take a newly fetched config and apply it greedily.  
 
However, there is very little point in calling activate if a new config has not been fetched.  Hence, the 
SDK provides a protocol to which the developer can register a class as an observer.  The observer will 
be called back when a config has been fetched.  The developer may implement this protocol and the 
following methods in the observing class: 
 
@protocol FConfigObserver 

 

- (void) fetchComplete; 

- (void) fetchCompleteNoChange; 

- (void) fetchFail; 

- (void) activationComplete; 

 

@end 
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To register your class, a dispatch execution queue should be provided. 
 
- (void)registerObserver:(id)observer 

withExecutionQueue:(dispatch_queue_t)queue; 

 

The dispatch queue, while perhaps seemingly an odd addition, is important.  Flurry Config operates in a 
completely thread safe manner.  When an observer is called all execution will take place on the 
dispatch queue provided.  This has the effect of making sure that the developer controls the thread 
safety of any UI or app modifications. 
 
Any class may be registered as an observer.  As a result, the app can update only the elements which 
need updating and defer other elements for later (on the cold start).  A great example of this would be 
to register a ViewController as an observer and have it update the UI on fetch completion: 
 
- (void)viewDidLoad { 

    [super viewDidLoad]; 

  

    // create the dispatch queue 

    self.queue = dispatch_queue_create("dispatch_queue_#2", 0); 

 

    // Register as an observer 

    [[FConfig sharedInstance] registerObserver:self 

withExecutionQueue:self.queue]; 

  

   ... 

} 
 
- (void)fetchComplete { 

    [[FConfig sharedInstance] activateConfig]; 

 

    [[NSOperationQueue mainQueue] addOperationWithBlock:^{ 

       // Do some UI work here 

       ... 

    }]; 

} 

 
In order to ensure that the application does not get caught in a transitional state by some unanticipated 
caller on a successful activation all observers will be notified of the activation.  An observer may then 
update its state with the latest config if that is desired, much in the way that an observer can update 
itself on fetch completion. 
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Android integration 

Modes of Operation 
When using Flurry Config, there are two modes of operation. In the first mode, referred to as the simple 
mode, the developer needs only to make a minimal number of calls and she will have the full config 
system at her disposal. The caveat, though, is that any new configs will only be loaded on the next app 
cold start. 
 
The advanced mode gives the developer much finer grain control, allowing for greedy activation of a 
newly fetched config based on registering to listeners which notify of fetch. Choosing between the 
simple mode and and the advanced mode with its greedy activation is a choice to be considered. While 
the standard mode of fetch and activation on the next cold start allows for the utmost consistency in the 
UI, a greedy activation of a newly fetched config makes the app more responsive to the developers 
wishes. Example of when greedy activation may make sense: notify users that service is down or 
prompt user to update to latest version.  
 

Getting Config Data 
All config values are stored as strings but for convenience six getters are provided to allow the 
developer to interact with the config system in an easier manner. 
 

● public String getString(String key, String defaultValue) 
● public boolean getBoolean(String key, boolean defaultValue) 
● public int getInt(String key, int defaultValue) 
● public long getLong(String key, long defaultValue) 
● public double getDouble(String key, double defaultValue) 
● public float getFloat(String key, float defaultValue) 

 
Upon calling a method other than getString  the SDK will attempt to make some kind of meaningful 
conversion. In the case of getBoolean , it applies the same parsing scheme as Java 
Boolean.parseBoolean(String) . 
 

Why Defaults? 
With each getX  call there is a default value that must be passed in. In some circumstances it is 
possible that a config will not be available. Providing a default allows the config system to have a 
hard-coded fallback. It is also useful for testing. 
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Simple Mode 
There are only two calls necessary in simple mode: 

● public FlurryConfig getInstance() 
● public void fetchConfig() 

 

It is not strictly necessary but is a best practice to call FlurryConfig.getInstance()  in 
Application.onCreate . This method acts as an initiator for the config system and will also cause 
the loading of any previously fetched configs on a cold start. 
 
The simplest form of activation which would also fetch configs for the next cold start would look like this: 
 

@Override 

public void onCreate() { 
    super.onCreate(); 
 

    // Init Flurry 
    new FlurryAgent.Builder().build( this, FLURRY_APIKEY); 
 

    // Setup Flurry Config and initiate fetch 
    FlurryConfig flurryConfig = FlurryConfig.getInstance(); 

    flurryConfig.fetchConfig(); 

} 

 
From here the developer can make getter calls as normal. This will ensure that the latest config will be 
fetched and loaded for the next cold start. In the meantime, the previously loaded config can be relied 
on. 

Advanced Mode 
It might be the case that a greedier application of the config is desired or necessary. Flurry Remote 
Config provides the tools necessary for this use case. 

The Listener and Activation 
In the simple mode a config is “activated” on the next cold start after the config is fetched. However, 
there is a method that allows the developer to directly activate a config (preferably once it’s been 
fetched). 
 

● public boolean activateConfig() 
 

 
This will take a newly fetched config and apply it greedily.  
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However, there is very little point in calling activate if a new config has not been fetched. Hence, the 
SDK provides a protocol to which the developer can register a listener. The listener will be called back 
when a config has been fetched. The developer can implement the following methods in the listener 
interface: 
 

● public interface FlurryConfigListener 
○ void onFetchSuccess(); 
○ void onFetchNoChange(); 
○ void onFetchError(boolean isRetrying); 
○ void onActivateComplete(boolean isCache); 

 
To register your listener, a handler can be provided optionally. 
 

● public void registerListener(FlurryConfigListener configListener) 
● public void registerListener(FlurryConfigListener configListener, 

Handler handler) 

 

The user specified handler, while perhaps seemingly an odd addition, is important. Flurry Config 
operates in a completely thread safe manner. When a listener is called all execution will take place on 
the handler provided. This has the effect of making sure that the developer controls the thread safety of 
any UI or app modifications. 
 
Any Activity may register a listener. As a result, the app can update only the views which need updating 
and defer other views for later (on the cold start). A great example of this would be to register a listener 
in Activity.onCreate  and have it update the UI on activate completion: 
 

mFlurryConfig = FlurryConfig. getInstance(); 
mFlurryConfigListener = new FlurryConfigListener() { 
    @Override 

    public void onFetchSuccess() { 
        mFlurryConfig.activateConfig(); 
    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void onFetchNoChange() { 
        // Use the Config cached data if available 
    } 

 

    @Override 

    public void onFetchError( boolean isRetrying ) { 
        // Use the Config cached data if available 
    } 

 

    @Override 
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    public void onActivateComplete( boolean isCache ) { 
        // Get the Config data 
        getConfigData(); 

    } 

}; 

mFlurryConfig.registerListener( mFlurryConfigListener); 
mFlurryConfig.fetchConfig(); 

 
In order to ensure that the application does not get caught in a transitional state by some unanticipated 
caller on a successful activation all listeners will be notified of the activation. A listener may then update 
its state with the latest config if that is desired, much in the way that a listener can update itself on 
activate completion. 

App Configuration UI 

UI Concepts 
Parameter Group is defined on Flurry Remote Config UI. It is a grouping of Parameters and Variants. 
Allows Parameters and Variants related to a specific app experience to be configured together on 
Remote Config UI. You can setup multiple such groups per app.  
 
Parameter name (key) is defined on Flurry Remote Config UI. Parameter name is referenced in your 
app code to retrieve value provided by Flurry servers. You can have upto 300 Parameter names per 
app and each name can be 256 characters long.  
 
Parameter value is the specific value that you want to remotely send down to the app at run time. Each 
Parameter name can take one or more Parameter values on Remote Config UI (see Variants). 
Parameter values can be 2048 characters long.  
 
Variant is a combination of audience definition, values for each Parameter name in the Parameter 
Group and a Variant name to address this experience. Each Parameter Group can have upto 10 
Variants.  
 
Rank is assigned to Variants for each Parameter Group. Variant rank determines priority order in Flurry 
server will match incoming request against Variants setup on Flurry Remote Config UI. Each Parameter 
Group has it’s own rank order. First Variant (column 2) is rank 1, second column is rank 2 and so on. 
Put another way, in case user/ device matches multiple audience criteria for Variants, then the order in 
which you’ve ranked the Variants will determine which Parameter values are returned to that user/ 
device.  
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Accessing Flurry Config on Flurry Portal 
Use left navigation bar to get to Remote Config UI. We call this the App Config management 
dashboard.  
 

 

App Config Setup 
1. Create a Parameter Group 
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2. Add Variants 
 
Click on “Add your first Variant!”  
 

 
 
Enter Variant name and Parameter values 
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Setup target audience for this Variant. This can also be done during ‘Add Variant’ step 
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3. Adjust Variant Rank 
 

In the example below, we have two Variants targeted at different audiences:  
1. US users - targeting users from Country=United States  
2. US Pixel users - targeting users from Country=United States AND Device Model = 

Pixel V1, Pixel V2 
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Since the Targeting Audiences are overlapping, US Pixel users Variant rank should be 1.  
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4. Editing Param Group 
 

Following actions are supported once you enter edit param group: 
● Edit values for Parameter group name, Parameter name, Parameter values, Variant 

name 
● Add new Parameter names/ Variants 
● Delete Parameter names (deletes all associated values; entire row) 
● Delete Variants (deletes all associated values; entire column) 

 
Note: If you exit this mode without saving, then all changes are lost.  
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Reporting 
App metrics can be broken out by Config Variants and defined as part of Filters on the following Metrics 
Dashboards 

● Real-time 
● App Activity 
● Event Details 
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Feature Rollout UI 
Feature rollout setup should be used when you want to control app configuration for a target audience 
such that configuration is further sub-divided. For example, enable a new feature to 5% of US users.  
 

1. Go to Feature Rollout option on Left Nav 
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2. Click on New  

a. Name the rollout 
b. Define target audience 
c. Pick existing params and/ or enter new params to manage 
d. Click Continue 

 

 
 

3. Enter rollout details 
a. Edit distribution % for control vs Variants. percentages must add up to 100 
b. Enter values for each params in table 
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c. Hit Launch button 
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4. Summary View & Edit/ Management options after Launch 

 

 
 
Reporting of Variants for Feature Rollout will be same as App Config Variants. 

Test Devices 
In order to test and release with confidence we’ve simplified the complexity of testing multiple Variant 
combinations of your Remote Configuration setup. For example, you have 4 Variants for your app. With 
Test Devices workflow, you can systematically test each Variant at a time without making any change 
to your test device to match the Targeting Audience for each of the 4 Variants.  
 
Register/ Manage Test Devices 
Test Device Group allows you to apply test Variants to all test devices that are part of the group. You 
can use a Test Device Group to assign specific Variant combinations from multiple apps.  
 

1. Start with creating a new Test Device Group 
2. Register a new test device. Use IDFV for iOS devices and GPAID for Android devices.  
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3. You can edit/ delete test devices in a group or move it to a different Test Device Group.  
 
Setup Test Config 
Now that you have Test Device Group setup, you can use it to test specific Variants for apps on that 
platform.  
 

1. On Config Management screen, pick the app you want to test 
2. Click on Test Config button on top right of the first Parameter Group 
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3. Select Test Device Group 
4. Pick the Variant you want to test. In case you have multiple Parameter Groups, you can select 0 

or 1 Variant for each Group. 
 

 
 

5. Click Save button 
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6. Variant will be applied to Test Devices part of the Test Device Group selected within a minute 
7. Once your testing is complete, don’t forget to Reset test configuration for Test Device Group. 

Reset will remove the Variant lock-ins on Test Devices.  

FAQ 
Will enabling Remote Config for my app impact cold start time?  
Not really. If you are really concerned about the impact on cold start, then use the basic integration as 
we’ve taken care that the asynchronous fetch does not block the app initialization sequence.  
 
Why do I need to name the Variants?  
Variant names are used to dimension app usage metrics based on active Variants on the device. Note 
that Variants may change over time based on your changes made on backend.  
 
Can I reuse Variant name across Parameter Groups?  
We recommend that you use a unique name such that impact of each Variant on app usage metrics 
can be viewed.  
 
When should I create multiple Parameter Groups? 
Parameter Groups are meant to group logical Parameters. Consider this scenario: you have two login 
related Parameters and two checkout related Parameters. For login Parameters, you have only one 
Variant, but your have four for checkout. By organizing these into two separate Parameter Groups: 
login and checkout, you’ve simplified the setup by making it easy to understand and not repeating login 
Parameter values across four checkout Variants.  
 
What happens if device does not match any Variants setup?  
Based on audience criteria for Variants, server will evaluate whether the device matches one or more 
Variants. For matches, the corresponding Parameter values are returned to device. In case criteria is 
not a match, then no values are returned. In this case, use the app defaults.  
 
Is there a way to check how config setup is affecting my app metrics? 
Yes. You can break down your real time, app activity and event details metrics by config Variant 
dimension. Choosing descriptive Variant names during app config setup is highly recommended. You 
can also edit the Variant names at any time and that gets reflected in reporting within a few minutes.  
 
Are there any restrictions on how I can use Flurry Remote Config product in my apps?  
Yes, you have to adhere to Apple App Store and Google Play Store policies.  
 
How long does it take for UI change to take effect on user’s devices?  
Flurry servers may take a couple of minutes to reflect changes. Apps will make config requests once 
per session. Mode of SDK integration (simple vs advanced) and how often users come back to your 
app will determine time it takes for your changes to take effect on user devices.  
 
Can I use feature rollout if I haven’t setup the Parameter as part of App Config?  
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Absolutely.  
 
What happens if I add an existing Parameter from App Config to a Feature Rollout?  
If the target audience overlaps for App Config and Feature Rollout for the Parameter, then Feature 
Rollout setup will take priority. 
 
Can I add an existing Test Device to a different Test Device Group?  
Yes. Say if device D1 belongs to Group A. Now you add it to Group B. D1 will now be matched with test 
configuration setup for Group B.  
 
I finished developer testing using Test Devices. How do I restore regular app behavior on my 
Test Devices?  
Go to Test Config for the app in question and click Delete.  
 
How do developers on my team get access to create/ manage configuration for my apps?  
By default only Flurry Account Admins are able to do this. For enabling other team members to do the 
same, edit User on Admin Dashboard to grant Developer role for Remote Config product.  
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